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FOREWORD 

The Federal government recently initiated a nationwide program to reduce automobile 
theft by 50 percent in five year. The National Institute is participating in this program and 
has prepared this initial report on auto theft and the effectiveness of currently available auto 
anti-theft devices. 

This study found that the anti-theft ignition locks required by current standards do not 
provide adequate theft deterrence. The time needed to defeat these locks varies from a few 
seconds to several minutes, and cars with the most easily defeated lock have the highest theft 
rate. 

Tt is clear that additional and more stringent anti-theft standards are required, including 
minimum performance guidelines for ignition locks. 

October 1975 

Gerald M. Caplan 
Director 
National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
An overview report on auto theft and the effectiveness of currently available auto 

anti-theft devices was prepared by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration as part 
of a recently initiated Federal program to reduce auto theft by 50% in five years. 

Analysis of available data reveals that the anti-theft ignition locks currently required by 
DOT Vehicle Safcty Standard No. 114 do not provide adequate theft deterrence. The time 
needed to defeat these locks varies from a few seconds to several minutes, and cars with the 
most easily defeated lock have the highest theft rate. Moreover, the buzzers required under 
Standard No. I 14 to remind dri vcrs to renlOve the ignition key when leaving the car do not 
appear to be effective. 

It is recommended that, on the basis of cost effectiveness, Standard No. 114 be amended 
to include minimum performance guidelines for anti-theft ignition locks. It is flllther 
recommended that consideration be given to providing standards as an aid in preventing 
larcency from the passenger compartment, engine area, and the trunk of non-commcrcial 
motor vehicles. 

It is clear that additional and more stringent vehicle theft protection standards will have no 
effect on theft of the current auto !ieet. Only after a significantly large portion of the current 
auto !ieet has been replaced can a meaningful result be expected. To accelerate the desired 
reduction in auto theft, a number of other programs are also required. These programs 
should be designed to in!iuence the behavior and response of the public, potential offenders, 
and law enforcement personnel, and should include a more effective informatioll system 
than currently exists. 

vii 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Between 1968 and 1974, the reported numberofuuto 
theft offenses rose 23%. Only because of increases in the 
other index crimes of larceny, burglary, robbery, rape, 
murder, and aggravated assault did the proportionate 
share of auto theft appear to be less in 1974 (9.5%) than it 
was in 1968 (11.7%), Figure I. Moreover, the gross 
dollar loss attributed to auto theft has been rising and by 
1973, the last year for which data are currently available, 
this loss exceeded $1 billion (Reference I). The net dollar 
loss, which would take into consideration the value and 
extent of stolen vehicles which are recoveree! in good 
condition, was not estimated due to the unavailability of 
needed data. 

Concerned by this trend, The Federal Government has 
recently initiated a nationwide program to reduce au
tomobile theft by 50% in 5 years. The Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration is participating in this program 
and has prepared this initial overview report on auto theft 
and an 'assessment of the effectiveness of currently avail
able auto anti-theft devices. The extent of automobile
related larceny, potential improvements of au
tomobile anti-theft devices, anc! identifkation of needcd 
research are also discussed. 

The U.S. Department of Transportatillil. by its legis
lated authority, promulgated Motor y?hlcle Safety 
Standard No. I 14, Theft Protection-Pnssenger Cars, 
effective January I, 1970. This stand~,j'd imposed re
quirements for theft protection to redllte the incidence of 
accidents resulting from unauthorized auto use. In brief, 
the standard requires each passenger cal' to have a key
locking system which: 

e Can prevent normal engine activation and 
either steering or self-mobility, and 

• Provides a warning to the driver when the 
key is left in the locking system and the 
driver'S door is opened. 

Passenger cars manufactured by the General Motors 
Corporation Illet the requirements of the standard begin
ning with model year 1969 and all other' passe~lger cars 
had n model year 1970 effectivity. Since the Standard 114 
requirements were met beginning in 1969, the base y<;:ar 
used in this report for data related to auto theft is 1968. 

The data presented and analyzed hcrein were ob
tained from diverse sources. Inconsistencies in definitions 
and the resulting data interpretation by the individual 
sources requires that caution be exercised in the data 
collection and analysis process. For example, until 1974, 
thc FBI UCR statistics grouped passengcr car, Jllotorcy
cle, and light-truck theft into the auto theft category. Since 
this report is devoted primarily to passenger car theft, the 
pre-1974 FBI data had to be appropriately interpreted. 
Nevertheless, it appears that substantive conclusions can 
be drawn and recommendations for passenger car theft
reduction procedures can be offered, Attention was fo
cused on passenger autoJllobi Ie theft and includes theft of 
the vehicle, theft of vehicle components, or theft of 
veh icle contents. Only anti-theft devices in the category of 
"target hardening" were considered. Indirect theft deter
rents, such as insurance incentives or public awareness 
campaigns, were beyond the scope of this survey. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

In order to provide the appropriate perspective on 
passenger anti-theft devices and their effectiveness, some 
knowledge of the basic statistics relating to passenger car 
theft is useful. This chapter presents background informa
tion collected from a variety of published sources on: 

• Reasons for theft. 
• Age profile of passenger car thief. 
• Thief's prior an'est record. 
• Where and when passenger cars are stolen. 
• Methods of entering and starting stolen cars. 
• Model and make preference of stolen cars. 
• Recovery of stolen cars. 
• Condition of recovered cars. 
• Theft of other automotive vehicles. 
• Auto-related larceny. 
• Accident incidence of stolen cars. 
• SUlllmary. 
In addition, because of the marked increase in motorcy

cle ancllight truck thefts, some statistics are also included 
for these categories. 

A. Reasons for Passenger Car Theft 
Cars are generally stolen for joy-riding, use in commit

ting another crime, stripping, scrapping, or reselling. The 
frequency with which cars are stolen and never recovered 
represents an index of theft for personal gain by either 
scrapping or reselling. The incidence with which recov
ered cars are found stripped is a conservative indication of 
stripping as the purpose for the theft. (Scrapped cars may 
also have been previously stripped.) Stolen cars which are 
recovered undamaged have generally been stolen for 
joy·riding. A small number may have been 5tolen for use 
in committing another crime. 

The results of two surveys on the status of recovered 
cars from wh ich the purpose of the theft may be deduced 

are given in Table I. One set of data represents the results 
of a 7 -month study in 1972 by the A .D. Young Comp:IIlY 
for the California Highway Patrol (Reference 2). The 
other set of data is from recent FBI surveys (References 3 
and 4). Based upon the limited sampling represented by 
these surveys, it would appear that at least one-fifth of all 
stolen cars arc never recovered ancl that (l,lmost one-third 
of all car thefts probably have a joy-riding motive, 

Table I-Recovery Statistics Jar Stolell Curs 

CarSllIlIIS 

Intact 
Damag~d 

Stripped 
Not Recovered 

A. q. }'rlt/lig Stlld." FIJI SIII'I'£'YS 
(Rejtl'ellce 2) (Rejerellces 3 & 4) 

39% 
10% 
31O/C 
209'c 

29% 
12(7(' 
28% 
3[% 

B. Car Thief Age Profile 
References 2 and 3 also provide information on the aoe 

distribution of persons arrested for auto theft. These da~a 
arc tabulated according to age grouping in Table 2. Also 
included in Table 2 are the FBI Uniform Crime R~port 
statistics for 1971 on apprehended car thieves. 

There is some uncertainty in the conclusions to be 
drawn from these data which arises fr0111 the likelihood 
that older, more experienced thieves are presumably bet
ter able to avoid apprehension than are younger, less
experienced thieves. Nevertheless, the available data 
suggest that those under 18 represent aboul half the thief 
population and that persons under the age of 25 represent 
thlee fourths of the thief population. 

C. Car Thief Prior Arrest Record 
The FBI general survey (Reference 3) reported that 

Table 2-Age DistributiOI/ oj Apprehel/ded Cal' Thieves 

Under 18 
18 to 24 
25 and over 
Unknown 

A. D. l'Ollllg Stlldy 
(Rejcl'<'lIce 2) 

45% 
30% 
18% 
7% 

FIJI Cellel'll! SII/wy 
(Rljere(lCI' 3) 

54% 
31% 
15% 

1973 fIJI VCR 
(Rejul!lIce 5) 

57% 
29% 
14% 

3 

"I .. 



15, 109 individuals were arrested for car theft during the 
survey period. Their previous arrest history is sum
marized in Table 3. The data indicate that almost 42 
percent of the apprehended car thieves have no prior arrest 
history. 

Table 3-Previolls Arrest History of Apprehellded Car 

Thieves (Source: Referellce 3) 

--_._--_._._-----,,-,,-_._------,,-----
StaTUS PerC'elll 

No Prior Arrest 42 
21 At Least One Prior Arrest for Vehicle 

Theft 
At Least One Prior Arrest for Other 

Offenses 
37 

D. Time and Place of Passenger Car Theft 
The results of a Michigan study (Reference 5) on the 

specific locations from which 4847 cars were stolen nre 
given in Table 4. While it would appearthat street parking 
provides the greatest theft vulnembility, the actual risk of 
theft depends upon the volume anc! duration of vehicle 
exposure (both of which are unknown) at each location. 

The results on Hutolocation at the time oftheft reported 
in the FBI general survey (Reference 3) are categorized in 
a somewhat different fashion. In this latter survey, 590/c of 
all repol1ed thefts occurred from residential areas, i.e, 
residential streets or residence and apartment parking 
areas; 34% of all reported thefts occurred from commercial 
areas, i.e" business and commercial streets, shopping 
center parking lots, or commercial parking lots. Refer
ence 3 also reported that the mtio of thefts from free 
parking areas to paid parking areas and garages was 5 to I. 

Data in Reference 3 also provide insight on the time 
when cars are stolen. As indicated in Table 5 and intui-

Table 4-Places From Which Passellger Autos 
Are Stolen (Source: Referellce 5) 

Auto Location When STOlen Proportion o/The/ts 
-----.-----------~.------ ------------------------

Street 50% 
Parking Area 26% 
Pri vllte Property 10% 
New or Used Dealer Lot 2% 
Not Reported 12~ __ 

. _-- -_ •.. -~-.--.---- .. -~-~-.---~~~-------.----

Table 5-:rillles At Which Passenger Au/os 
Are Stolell (Source: Referellce 3) 

Tillie 0/ The/t 

6:00 AM to 6:00 PM 
6:00 PM to 6:00 AM 
Unknown 

Proportion o/The/ts 

30% 
59% 
II % -------_._------"---,,._---------_._--

4 

tively anticipated, two-thirds of all auto thefts occur at 
night when the probability of being observed is least. 

E. Methods of Car Entry and Mobilization 
The FBI special survey (Reference 4) presents data on 

10,014 recovered 1972-1975 model year passenger cars. 
A .breakdowlY of the techniques used to gai n vehicle entry 
is given in Table 6, 

Although an appreciable portion of the "no visible 
means" of entn; category in Table 6 may be due to limited 
police investigation, the large number of entries repre
sented by this category are believed to include a signifi
cant propoItion of unlocked cars. Moreover, although the 
large percentage of "no visible marks on lock" category 
in Table 7 may also be due in part to limited police 
investioation it was concluded in Reference 4 that a '" , 
significant number of the stolen and recovered cars in-
volved keys left in the ignition lock or concealed in the car 
(under a mat or above the sun visor, for example). It 
would thus appear that owner/operator action may have 
directly contributed to a very large proportion of these 
thefts, 

F. Model Year and Make Preference of Auto 
Thieves 

The frequency of theft of a specific make, model, and 
year passenger automobile depends upon the demand for 
the car or its parts and the ease of defeating its locking 
system. There is obviously great interest, therefore, in 
whether the anti-theft ignition locks required by law since 
1970 have had the desired effect on auto theft. Accordi ng 
to the FBI general survey (Reference 3), the breakdown 
by model year grouping of the autos stolen during the 
survey period was as follows: 

19q8 and older (prior to DOT Standard) 55 percent 
1969 through 1971 (interim phase) 20 percent 
1972 thlOugh 1975 (DOT Standard in 25 percent 

effect) 
Additional analysis of the data from Reference 3 pro

vieies insight into auto thief preferences. The distribution 
by manufacturer of the total sample of stolen cars was as 
follows: 

General Motors 50% 
Ford 25% 
Chrysler 10% 
AMC 2% 
Foreign and miscellaneous American 13% 

It should be noted that care must be exercised in 
assessing this distribution. A more meaningful assess
ment is provided by examining the rate of car theft of a 
specific manufacturer. Accordingly, the data were ad
justed to an annual, national basis and theft rates by 

Table 6-Method Used to EliteI' R'i!col'ered Cars 
(Source: Reference 4) 

Met/lOc! 

Use of Key 
Broken Window 
Door Lock 

-removed 
-tampered 

Percent Distributioll 

7% 
19'c 

15% 
2% 
8% 

*Robbery or burglary 
** Miscellaneous means 

No visible means 

3% 
7% 

65% 

*Keys arc obtained to comlllit an auto theft through a robbery or 
burglary. 

**Wirc, coat hanger, bcnt radio [1IlICIllUl, prying, etc, 
The method of attacking the ignition lock once entry was 

achieved, is also treated in Reference 4 and is summarized in 
Table 7. 

Tobie 7-/Vfethod Used to Srart Recovered Cars 
(Source: Reference 4)* 

Methoc! 

Intact Ignition Lock 

-original key in car 
-duplicate key in 

car 
-no visible marks on 

lock 
Ignition Lock 

Removed 
Ignition Lock Forced 

Percellt Distribution 

57 (27 percent of these cars are 
Fords; 51 percent are GMs; 
I I percent are Chryslers; 3 
percent are AMC; and 8 
percent are other) 
[6 
8 

33 

25 (85 percent of these cars are 
Fords) 

18 (78 percent of these cars are 
Fords) 

*It is impOl13nl to note that 50 percent of the 10,0It, (1972-1975) 
rccovered cars in th~ FBI survcy are Fords ancltiIat70 percent of the 13,904 
(1972-1974) slOlen cars in the Massachusetts slUcly are Fords. 

manufacturer were computed. Annual registration figures 
for the model year groupings involved were obtained from 
Reference 9. The theft rate results thus computed are 
slimmarized in Table 8 . 

At the present time, older cars-with the exception of 
Ford products-have a higher theft rate than newer cars. 
The theft rate of Ford-built cars increases for newer cars 
and is twice as high as any other make for the 1972-75 
model year grouping. This is probably attributable to a 
less effective locking system, as suggested by the Mas
sachusetts Consumer's Counci I study (Reference 10). 

Table 8.-Theft Rates Per 1000 Registered Cars 

Model Years 
--------------------~-

AMC 7 5 5 
Chrysler 7 5 4 
Ford 7 8 12 
General Motors 13 5 6 
Foreign and Miscl. 

American 14 7 6 
. ~~ ~--- --~-- ..... -- .. ~-~-~---------- - .. --.- - .... _- ... "----_. __ ._---- -

G. Recovery of Stolen Cars 
Recovery rates for stolen passenger cars range from 69% 

in the FBI general survey (Reference 3) to 80% in the A. D. 
Young, California study (Reference 2). In'an earlier stuely 
by Frese and Heller, conducted in St. Louis, Missouri, in 
1970 (Reference 8), recoveries for the decade 1960 to 
1970 lIveraged about 87%. 

According tQ the FBI general survey (Reference 3), 75% 
of the vehicle recoveries occurred within the same juris
diction as where the vehicle had been stolen. The A.D. 
Young study (Reference 2) reported that 48% of the 
California recoveries were made in the same jurisdiction, 
27% in a different city, and 25% in an unincorporated area. 

The FBI general survey (Reference 3) also showed that 
63% of the stolen cars recovered during the survey period 
were recovered within 48 hours. Since only 69% of all of 
cars stolen were recovered, this represents recovery of 
43% of all stolen cars within two clays of the theft. 

H. Condition of Recovered Cars 
As indie,tlted in Section A, one third or more of all 

stolen cars are stripped. The specific statistics on car 
stripping vary with model year. Some insight on this 
variation is offered by data from the Michigan survey 
(Reference 5). These data are plotted in Figure 2 and 
reveals that the incidence of stripping is greatest for very 
new cars. 

Of the 10,014 recovered cars reported in the FBI special 
survey (Reference 4), 231 (2:%) were totally stripped of the 
engine, transmission, tires, and most of the major engine 
accessories. An additional 3,835 (38% of the recovered 
cars) were partially ·stripped. Of the partially stripped 
cars, 2,966 (30% of the total recovered) were ~tripped of 
tires and wheels, 1,453 (15% of the total recovered) were 
stripped of sound equipment (radios and tape players), 
979 (10% of the total recovered) were stripped of body 
parts, and 10 15 (10% of the total recovered) were stripped 
of engine parts. Since a single partially stripped car is 
often stripped of several items, the above percentages 
cannot be added to obtain the total percentage of the 
recovered cars which were partially stripped. 

5 



percent 
stripped 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

- - - -~~~~::~----
\ 

74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63+ 

Year of Manufacture 
1974 Michigan survey 

Figure 2 

Rate of Strip'page, As A Pe.rcent of Cars Recovered 
By Year of Manufacture 

Similar results (see Table 9) were reported in the 
1'.1 ichigan survey (Reference 5)' namely, that tires and 
whecls are the stripper's favorite targets, followed by 
sound equipment and engine parts. The most frequently 
stripped engine pmt was the battery. Since individual cars 
may have parts stripped in several of these categories, the 
percentage column is not additive. 

ToiJle 9-Par/s Stripped from 340 I Recovered Cars 
(Reference 5) 

Stripped COII/pollell! 

Road tire 
Spare tire 
Radio 
Tape deck 
Drive train 
Body parts 
Engine parts 

Portioll oj RecOIwed 
Cal's 

21% 
17% 
10% 
2% 
1% 
4% 
8% 

I. Theft of Other Automotive Vehicles 
As previously indicated, the scope of this report is 

limited to passenger car theft. Nevertheless, a brief 
examination of the magnitude and trends of non
passenger car automotive vehicles is appropriate and 
informative. The distribution by vehicle type reported in 
the FBI general survey (Reference 3) is summarized in 
Table 10. 

The A. D. Young study (Reference 2) reported that 
duri ng 1970-71 motorcycles accounted for 13% of all 
reported vehicle thefts in California. Clearly, after pas-

senger cars, motorcycles represent the next largest cate~ 
gory of stolen vehicles. 

Table 10-DistriiJlIIion of 137,975 Reported 
Stolell Vehicles 

Vehicle Type 

Passenger Cars 
Trucks and Buses 
Motorcycles 
Miscellaneous 

J. Auto-Related Larceny 

Percelll oj Total Stolell 

85% 
6% 
8% 
1% 

Auto theft offenses are separately reported in the FBI 
Uniform Crime Reports. The theft of auto accessories and 
of property from autos is also reported, but under the 
index crime category of larceny. On the basis of the data 
presented in the FBI UCR, a projection can be made on a 
national basis of the extent of theft of auto accessories and 
the theft of property from within autos. The specific 
number of offenses for 1968, 1970, and 1973, are pre
sented in Figure 3 and the corresponding dollar losses are 
given in Figure 4. No clear trend is observed. 

K. Accident Incidence With Stolen Cars 
Both the Michigan survey (Reference 5) and the FBI 

special survey (Reference 4) include data on the number 
of accidents and the resulting number of fatalities involv
ing stolen cars. Using an average retention period by the 
thief of two days (see Section H), the accident rate for 
stolen passenger cars could be estimated. The results thus 
obtained were than compared with an estimate for the 
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general public accident rate obtained from Department of 
Transportation vehicle registration data (Reference 6) and 
National Safety Council accident data for 1973 (Refer
ence 7). 

The accident rate for stolen cars, apparently, is many 
times greater than that of vehicles that are not stolen. 
Thus, based on the same popUlations of stolen and non
stolen cars per vehicle-year, for every non-stolen car 
accident, there would be approximately 43 stolen car 
accidents. (One vehicle-year is one car on the road for 1 
year.) 

L. Summary 
Currently available auto theft statistics form a basis for 

assessing the effectiveness of existing anti-theft devices. 
The findings, based on an examination of these data, are 
summarized below: 

1. The rate of theft for most newer American-built 
cars is currently lower than for older American
built cars. 

2. Auto theft is a youthful offender problem with 
about half of the persons arrested under 18 years 
of age. 

3. The primary reasons why automobiles are stolen 
are apparently transportation and profit. 

4. The majority of stolen vehicles are recovered. Of 
the vehicles recovered, about one-third are found 
intact, almost one-third incur stripping of part(s) 
and the rest are damaged. 

5. About one· half of the recovered stolen cars have 
intact ignition locks, and the data indicate that at 
least one-fourth of the recovered cars had been 
mobilized by use of an ignition key. 

6. The incidence of stolen cars involved in accidents 
continues to be much higher tha~ for the general 
public. 

7. Most stolen cars are recovered wi thin the jurisdic
tion reporting the theft, but a considerable number 
are also recovered in other jurisdictions. 
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III. ANTI-THEFT DETERRENTS 

Numerous solutions have been suggested for dealing 
with the auto theft probleill. In general, these suggestions 
may be classified as direct deterrents which involve the 
vehicle itself or indirect' deterrents which are usually 
processes or procedures relating to auto theft but not 
necessarily physically involving the auto. In either case, 
they operate in one of the following ways: 

• Prevent or discourage vehicle entry/theft. 
• Prevent or deter vehicle movement. 
• Avoid or degrade conditions conducive to attempted 

theft. 
• Provide effective means for identifying stolen auto/ 

components/contents. 
• Reduce profit opportunities from sale of stolen 

items. 

A matrix of ihe more frequently considered anti-theft 
procedures is given in Table II. Also indicated in the 
table is the place at which the initiative for each solution 
generally rests. Some of these approaches are already 
being exploited and others remain to be initiated. It 
should be noted that exploitation of an anti-theft ap-
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proach does not imply that the procedures or designs 
utilized are necessarily effective. Improvements are still 
required in many of the implemented auto theft deter
rents. 

The origin of indirect deterrents generally resides with 
various governmental levels. Direct deterrents, on the 
other hand, may in some cases be required by legislated 
authority, but their specific mode of introduction rests 
with the manufacturer. Some direct deterrents actually 
originate with the manufacturer and some with the vehi
cle owner/operator. Clearly, although some leverage can 
be exerted by Federal, state, and local regulations and QY 
insurance carriers on direct deterrents, the resulting suc
cess or failure of the direct deterrents that are im
plemented generally rests with the manufacturer and the 
design and operation of the specific device. 

As indicated in the Introduction, only direct deterrent 
anti-theft devices that prevent theft of the auto, its 
components, or contents are being examined in this re
port. The next chapter discusses such devices and sum
marizes their effectiveness in deterring or preventing 
auto entry and theft. 

,Table Ii-Automobile Theft Deterrents 

Deterrellt Illitiative Respollsibility 

private 

Direct 
Anti-Theft Ignition Lock 
Ignition Buzzer 

other owner mfg. 

Minimum Ignition Key Combinations J 

Kill Switch Group 2, Krook-Lok 3 

Alarms 
Different Door and Ignition Locks 
Anti-Tht,'!ft Door Lock 
Anti-Theft Trunk Lock 

Indirect 
Juvenile Delinquency 

e.g., "Reduction of Youth Related Property 
Crime" (N .M.) early I. D., counseling, and 
diversion from court 

Police Department improvements 
Training-e.g., IACP Vehicle Theft Inves. Train

ing Course, NYC" Auto Crime Units" 
Tactical Forces-e.g., Fairfax, Va. "Auto Theft 

Prevention Squad" 
Special Incentive Programs-e.g., "Screaming 

Eagle" Kentucky St. P., "Blue Max" Ohio 
S. P. 

Equipment-BEAT Pgm. Lowell, Mass-to 
develop computer capabilities 

Vehicle Theft information System 
e.g.,-California Dept. of Highway Patrol NCIC 

Vehicle Titling Uniformity Laws 
DOT project to establish uniform titling req. 

Vehicle Theft Inspection 
Dept. H. P.-identify srolen autos, parts, etc. 

Programs Designed to Decrease Profit Motive 
Fencing-e.g., Clayton' Co. Ga.-"Detection 

and Control of Organized Crime" 
Inter-Country Shipping-DOJ & Bureau of Cus

toms exportation control plans 
Public Awareness Campaigns 

e.g., "Lock it and Pocket the Key", St. Louis 
Insurance Incentive 

anti-theft devices a factor when determining in
surance rates 

X 
X 

x 

I Provides a large number of different locks, thus preventing use of a small set of master keys. 
2 Hidden secondary switches which must be activated to run the motor. 
3 Steering wheel/brake pedal locking fixture. 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

local 

X 

X 

x 

X 

x 

x 

govcrllmellt 

state federal 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

x X 

x 

X 

X x 

x 
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IV. EFFECTIVENESS OF ANTI-THEFT DEVICES 

There are a number of devices currently available 
either as standard or optional equipment on currently 
available passenger automobiles which are intended to 
deter theft. Some are mandatory under Federal regula
tions and some have been provided by the automobile 
inuustry. 

Three Federally mandated requirements were estab
lishedunder 49C.F.R.571.114 (Standard 114) effective 
January 1,1970, and 15 U.S.c. 1381, P.L.89-563, 
September 9, 1966, 80 Stat. 718. See appendix D for 
Standard 114. Responsibility for implementing and en
forcing Standard I 14 rests with the Department of 
Transportation. There are no other Federal requirements 
for passenger car anti-theft devices. 

The mandatory devices required under Federal law 
include: 

• Ignition locks that prevent the car from being 
steered or moved forward when the key is out of 
the lock. 

• Buzzers to remind the driver to remove the key 
from the ignition when he leaves the car. 

• Ignition locks for cars from each manufacturer 
which generally have at least 1000 key combina
tions. 

All new cars sold in the U.S. must now be equipped 
with devices that comply with these standards. Addi
tional anti-theft devices are also available as standard or 
optional equipment from the factory or as owner pro
cured and installed equipment. These devices, which are 
currently provided by the manufacturer but are not re
quired by Federal regulation, include: 

• Door locks that do not use the same key as the 
ignition lock-instituted on General Motors cars 
beginning with 1974 models. 

• Tampering or theft alarm-either factory or 
owner-installed. 

• Locking fixture siIm:J!aneously restraining the 
steering wheel anu.he brake pedal-owner
procured and installed. 

• Miscellaneous devices including kill switches, fuse 
switches, and fuel locks-owner-procured and in-
stalled. 

Following is a discussion of the effectiveness of each 
of these devices as a deterrent to auto theft. 
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A. Current Anti-Theft Devices 
I. Ignition locks. Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 

114 requires that each passenger car have a key-locking 
system that prevents "either steering or forward self
mobility of the car, or both" when the key is out of the 
ignition lock. In promUlgating this standard in 1968, the 
Federal Highway Administration noted that "it would be 
unwise to establish a standard in terms so restrictive as to 
discourage technological innovation in the field of theft 
inhibition" (33F.R. 6471, 5-27-68). 

The anti-theft standard gives the auto manufacturer 
a free hand in the locking system design and provides the 
opportunity to ;ninimize cost or maximize deterrence. 
Nearly all of the auto manufacturers supplying the U.S. 
market responded to the Federal standard with a locking 
system that prevented steering when the key was not in 
the ignition lock and the lock in the "on" position. At 
present, SLab is the only major manufacturer using an 
ignition lock that prevents forward motion. In this latter 
case, the ignition switch is located on the floor above the 
transmission, between the two front seats. In all other 
cases, the ignition switch locks the steering column. 

Each of the major manufacturers uses a di fferent 
ignition lock design and their theft experience is varied. 
(A vailable surveys, References 3, 4, and 5 offer in
adequate data on autos of foreign manufacture as well as 
on certain domestic autos. Consequently, unless other
wise noted, the discussion herein is limited to the "big 
three," namely Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors.) 

As indicated in the discussion of Tables 7 and 8 in 
Section II, Ford-manufactured automobiles have a theft 
rate at least double that of other recently manufactured 
cars. A 1974 Massachusetts Study (Reference I 0) indi
cates that a possible major cause for this higher theft rate 
is that the ignition lock is easier to remove from post-
1970 Ford-manufactured cars than from other post- 1970 
cars. That is not to say that the other post-I970 cars are 
invulnerable to ignition lock removal, but rather that 
defeat of the Ford lock is easier and accomplished much 
more rapidly. 

a. Defeat of igllitioll locks. The 1974 Mas
sachusetts study (Reference 10) on auto theft discusses 
the design of various automotive ignition locks and tech
niques used by thieve~ in defeating them. Thieves defeat 
ignition locks of post-Standard 114 cars by two primary 
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means. The thief either removes the i-gnition lock, usu
ally with a dent puller, or else he forces the lock into the 
"on" position by breaking the tumblers. In either case, 
the anti-theft mechanism is deactivated, and the car can 
be started and driven. 

I.) Dent pllller. The time required to remove steer
ing column ignition locb with a dent puller from late 
model "big three" passenger cars was reported in Ref
erence 10 and are given in Table 12. 

Table 12-Minillluln Tillie Required For Ignition 
Lock Rellloval (Source: Reference 10) 

-~--

Mal/ujaClllrer 

Ford 
Chrysler 
General Motors* 

Mil/imlllll Lock Rcmol'(li Tillie 

10 seconds 
30 seconds 

120 seconds 

*Thc locks on AMC cars have substantially the same character
istics as the locks on GM cars. 

The Ford lock clearly requires much less time to 
defeat than either Chrysler or General Motors locks. 

2.) Lock twisting. The second most frequently used 
method of defeating the steering-column-mounted igni
tion lock involves twisting the lock to break the 
tumblers. A key which can be inserted into the keyway 
of the lock is used to raise the tumblers. Then the lock is 
twisted with a pliers or other suitable tool and the 
tumblers resisting the turning action are crushed. The 
entire operation takes about 5 seconds. The lIlethod is 
useable only on Ford and Chrysler automobil~s. Due to a 
side bar to prevent lock turning and the resulting stronger 
internal construction, General Motors (and AMC) locks 
are not very susceptible to this approach. 

These tests indicate that the performance of the 
1972-1975 Ford ignition lock in preventing lock removal 
or the twisting of the lock t.o force its operation is very 
low, as is that of the Chrysler ignition lock, while GM's 
lock performance is much better. However, a compari
son of the actual field performance of the Ford, Chrysler 
and GM locks is a better measure of their effectiveness. 
Thus, the FBI survey (Reference 4) found that over 81 
percent of the recovered cars with ignition locks removed 
or forced were Fords while only 2 percent were Chrysler 
and 13 percent were GM cars. (See Table 7 in Section 
II.) Therefore, the significantly large number of 1972-
1975 Pord cars stolen (maybe as high as 70 percent of all 
1972-1975 stolen cars) is not surprising. (See the foot
note to Table 7 in Section 11.) Finally, it is evident that 
this poor performance is recognized by the industry since 
the Ford Motor company has indicated that a redesigned 
ignition/steering lock will be installed in its 1976 model 
cars. 

If Ford does significantly improve its ignition! 

steering lo~k, this could lead to some crime displacement 
in the sense that other automobiles that arc more vulner
able may then become preferred targets of theft. For 
example, this could affect the theft rate of Chryslers and 
other automobiles. 

2. Buzz.ers. It is difficult to assess the effectiveness 
of buzzer systems which alert the driver that the key has 
been left in the "off" position in the ignition lock when 
the driver's door is opened. The problem is caused by the 
reluctance of passenger car owner/dri vers to admit that 
the ignition lock key had been left in the car at the time of 
the theft. Their reluctance may be due to the mistaken 
belief that insurance companies will not cover the loss in 
such circumstances, or due to local ordinances against 
leaving the key in the car (which have been violated), or 
due merely to embarrassment of such an oversigllt. Al
though the FBI special study (Reference 4) reported that 
16% of the recovered passenger cars were recovered with 
the original key in the car (see Table 7), the method by 
which the thief obtains the key is not known. A large 
number of these cases undoubtedly involved keys left in 
the car, but the key may also have been obtained from a 
robbery or burglary (see Table 6). Nevertheless, 17% of 
the theft reports filed on the 10,014 cars examined in the 
FBI special study reported that the ignition key was in 
the car when the vehicle was stolen. 

The data presented in this document for the inci
dence of keys left in the car are based entirely on owner 
admission and probably should be considered a 
minimum estimate for the actual situations where keys 
were in the ignition lock at the time of the theft. In a 
commercial situation where leaving the key in the car is a 
matter of need, less reluctance to admit that the key was 
in the ignition lock at the time of the theft would be 
expected than for the situation where convenience or 
neglect was involved. 

The FBI general survey on I 16,409 automobile 
thefts (Reference 3) provides data on the number of keys 
admittedly in the ignition lock of stolen automobile!' and 
classifies the data according to the vehicle location at the 
time of the theft. The pertinent statistics are summarized 
in Table 13. 

Only 25% of the stolen cars treated in this survcy 
were manufactured during the 1972-75 model years. 
Unfortunately, a breakdown similar to Table 13 for just 
that category of car was not provided in Reference 3 nor 
was the raw data available to the authors of this docu
ment for further analysis. Consequently, it is not known 
at this time whether the same distributions as indicated in 
Table 13 generally apply to buzzer-equipped autos. 

Since the probability that drivers of different makes 
of buzzer-equipped cars leave their keys in the ignition 
lock upon exiting the vehicle is likely to be similar, any 
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Table 13-Reporred Incidence of Keys in Ignition 
Lock AI Tillie of Theft 

Cor 1,(JCOlioll (II 

Till1e ofnlefl 

Residential Area 
Commercial Area 
Dealer and Rental 

Agency Lot 
Not I ndicatcd in 

Ref. 3 

(Reference 3) 

Porlioll (~r Total 
No. of A 1110 Thefls 

59Ck 
33.5% 

4.4% 

.3.I9'r 

Porlioll of Thefls al 
LOCOlioll wilh Key 
Reported Lefl ill 

Igllilion 

119c 
16% 
32% 

difference in the rHte at which different makes of cars are 
reported stolen with the ignition key in the lock is of 
interest. Such data are available from the 1974 Michigan 
survey (Reference 5) and the 1974 FBI special survey 
(Reference 4). Appropriate data from these sources are 
summarized in Table 14. 

Comparison of the two survc:,'s reveals that al
though the percentage of cars reported stolen with the 
ignition key in the lock is consistently greater in the FBI 
survey for all makes listed, there is a marked reduction in 
both surveys between Ford-built cars and those of the 
other major domestic manufaclUrers. It appears that Ford 
drivers are not necessarily more responsive to the igni
tion lock buzzer but rather that since the Ford ignition 
lock is more easily removed than those of the other 
domestic manufacturers, the auto thief appears to be less 
inclined to locate a Ford with the ignition key left in the 
lock. He probably prefers to remove or force the ignition 
lock and then dri ve away. 

The Michigan survey (Reference 5) provides an 
apparent I y di rect assessment of the effect that i nlroduc
tion of the ignition lock buzzer has had on making 
drivers more conscious of leaving their ignition key in 
the lock, The data provided therein indicate the number 
of cars reported stolen with the ignition key in the lock 
by model year. These data have been grouped into pre-

1970 models and posl-1970 models to separate the 
buzzer-equipped models and the results are given in 
Table IS. 

It would appear that cars equipped with an ignition 
key buzzer are left with keys in the ignition lock and 
subsequently stolen about as frequently as cars not 
equipped with a buzzer. The problem faced by drawing 
any conclusion from the trend suggested by Table 15 is 
apparent when the model year variations upon which 
Table IS is based are examined, Table 16. Clearly, the 
model year variations are erratic, and the rise for the 1974 
model year is inconsistent with trend established in previ
ous years for buzzer-equipped automobiles. 

3. Minilllulllllulliber of key combillatiolls. There is 
no direct evidence on whether or not the portion of the 
Standard 114 which requires a minimum of 1000 differ
ent ignition key combinations of all major automobile 
manufacturers has been effective. With the implementa
tion of this requirement, a thief must possess a very large 
set of keys in order to open the ignition locks of cars 
produced by a given major manufacturer. Such sets are 
made and available and may possibly be used by car 
thieves. 

These sets, called try-out keys, consist of about 100 
keys. Each individual key is cut so that it approximates 
several of the 1000 different key codes in use. In fact 
given any key of the tr}"out set, 6 out of 10 times it will 
open any given lock used by a specific manufacturer 
without the use of force. If force is used, this likelihood 
increases to 7 out of 10 times. 

The available surveys do not present any informa
tion from which the frequency of use of try-out keys 
could be established. Consequently direct contact was 
established with police agencies in Boston, St. Louis, 
California, and Michigan. None of the police agencies 
contacted had ever discovered any evidence suggesting 
the use of try-out sets. Consequently, it can be assumed 
that this tedious approach to mobilizing a stolen car is 
infrequently utilized and that the standard is effective in 
preven~ing car thefts by this technique. 

Table I-I-Illcidellce N({le by M({ke of Buz.z.er-Equipped C({rs Reported Slolell Wilh Key in Igllilioll Lock 
1972 10 1975 Models 
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i\lllIll(frlt'lllrel' 

ArvlC 
Chrysler 
Ford 
General Motors 

TOlol Stolell 

28 
135 

1453 
358 

Michigall SI/Iw)' 
(Referellce 5) 

'7c Willi Key 
ill Lock 

21 
20 

3 
17 

FBI Special Survey 
(Referellce 4) 

Total SlOlell 
'7r Wilh Key 

ill Lock 

158 
725 

5027 
3495 

41 
29 

9 
.24 

Table 15-lncidellce of Keys Reported ill Igllitioll 
At Tillie of Thejl 

Colt'gol)' 

Cars minus buzzer 
(pre-1970 models) 
Cars with buzzer 
(1970-74 models) 

(Reference 5) 

Towl Stolell 

1956 

2880 

Reported With 
Key ill Igllilioll Lock 

157 (8.1%) 

205 (7.10/(') 

Table 16-Model }'e({r V({ri({tioll ill Illcidellce of 
K e)'s Reported ill Igllilioll ({I Tillie of Thefl 

(Reference 5) 

1974 
1973 
1972 
1971 
1970 

1969 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 

Mode/l'eor 

Buzzer
equipped 

I. 963 and earlier 

Tola{ Siolell 

533 
834 
638 
499 
376 

346 
377 
264 
345 
271 
ISO 
183 

- ~---">. ~---.--- "_. ~--.-.--" 

~'" Reporled lVilh 
Key ill Igllitioll Lock 

II 
6 
6 
5 
9 

8 
7 

II 
8 

II 
5 
5 

.---~------------"" 

4. Post-1974 separ({le door locks (Gelleral MOlors 
products ollly). Utilizing the door lock to obtain a key 
which then also fits the ignition lock is one way to 
mobilize a stolen car. The thief externally removes the 
door lock and either takes it to locksmith to have a key 
made or makes a key himself with his own key maker. 
Since the door aIld ignition locks are usually identical, 
the thief has thus acquired a key which also fits the car's 
ignition lock. Although this approach to car theft takes 
longer than simply pulling out the ignition lock, the thief 
has the benefit of being on the outside of the car in case 
of being observed and capture attempted. Moreover, it 
leaves him with a key for later use, including after the car 
is recovered from the initial theft. 

The door lock removal technique was particularly 
popular w(th GM cars since among the "big three" 
domestic manufacturers, their ignition locks are the most 
difficult to remove. It should also be noted that this 
approach to auto theft is especially serious in Chicago 
(Reference 4). Starting with the 1974 model year, Gen
eral Motors introduced a design change that made the 
door lock different from the ignition lock. This change 
made the cloor lock removal technique impossible with 
the cars involved. Whether or not a drop in the theft rate 
of post- 1973 model GM cars resulted has not yet been 
established. The Michigan survey clata (Reference 5) clo 
not show a significant decrease in the theft rate of GM 
automobiles for post-I973 models. But then, the door
lock theft technique is !lot common in Michigan. Also, 
data are not yet available from Chic,ago to indicate 
whether or not the theft rate of GM automobiles, has been 
lowered by the door lock change. 

5. SecurilY ({Iarms. There is a wide variety of secu
rity alarm devices available for virtually every make and 
model car. They range in price from about $30 per unit 
for owner-installed devices to about $130 per unit for 
seller or factory-installed devices. In general, the system 
consists of a sensor or set of sensors and an alarm to 
indicate attempted theft. Some sensors utilize door, 
hood, or trunk switches to activate the alarm. Others 
invol ve current draw, wheel rotation or ultra-sonic sens
ing. The alarm may be a horn or siren at the car Or may 
involve a more elaborate system inVOlving a transmittcr
receiver to remotely monitor the vehicle ($300 installa
tion cost). 

A telephone survey was made by the authors of this 
report of several "big-three" dealerships in the Wash
ington, D.C. area to determine the availability for 1975 
models of factory-installed security alarm systems. The 
results of this survey are summarized in Table 17. 
The "big-three" manufacturers all provide security 
alarm systems as factory-installed options for their full
size cars. However, only Ford provides similar options 
for intermediate and compact models as well. 

There is no consistency alllong manufacturers con
cel11ing the content and complexity of the factory
installed option. It Illay include only the alarm or Illay 
involve various combinations of security devices, includ-

Tahle 17-Availa!Ji/iry of Factory-Illstalled SecurilY Alarm Systel1ls 
For 1975 Model Year 

,.dalll/faClllrer 

Chrysler 
Ford 
General Molors 

FilII Size 

x 
X 
X 

III Terlllediale COlllpaCI SUb,COIllPOCI 
__ ~ ____ ._. ___ ._~_~~ ___ ~~_T ____ + .~_._._._~~ __ ~ ___ ~~. __ •• 

X X 
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Tobie 18-Alarlll-Equipped Passellger Cars 
Reported Stolel1 

(Reference 5) 

Towl Ihl'./i.I rcporlccI in .\IIn·(\' 3401 

Number equipped with security devices 108 
-alarm on at time of theft 43 
-alarm off at time of theft 6S 

ing wheel locks, spllretire lock, interior hood release, 
power door locks, etc. For those models which do not 
have factory-installed systems available, most'deal
erships will arrange for local installation of a system 
prior to vehiclc delivery at prices comparable to those for 
factory-installed equipment. 

Auto theft survey data on the deterrent effect of 
~ecurity alarm systems arc meager. Some information is 
available in thc Michigan survey (Reference S) and those 
statistics arc summarizcd in Table 18. The specific types 
of alarm involved are not known. 

The proportion and distribution by manufacturer 
and model year of security-alarm-equipped cars on the 
road in Michigan is unknown. Thus it is impossible to 
state whether the presence of an alarm actually deters 
vehicle theft. There is, moreover, some question con
cerning whether the thief even recognizes a car equipped 
with a security alarm. What can be stated is that security 
alarms are expensive compared to the estimated cost of 
an improved lock and that their effectivenss is com
pletely dependent upon activation by the driver when he 
leaves the car. The data in Table 18 suggests that a large 
percent of the drivers of alarm-equipped cars do not 
consistently activate the alarm upon leaving their cars. 
Moreover, the data also suggests that an activated alarm 
docs not necessari Iy deter theft of the auto. 

6. Steerillg lI'heel /}mke pedal lockillg fixture. 
There arc several ways of locking the steering wheel to 
the brake pedal in order to prevent the steering wheel 
from being turned. The most prominent device in this 
category is marketed under the name of Krook-Lok at a 
price of approximately $17.00. It hooks the steering 
wheel to the brake pedal and is then locked in position . .It 
releases only when unlocked by key. The use of such a 
device is generally for cars which do not have a steering 
column lock, but it can also be used with cars which do. 
There are no available statistics on the effectiveness of 
such devices. The 1974 Massachusetts study (Reference 
10) noted that the effectiveness of such anti-theft devices 
can be voided in several different ways in about IS 
seconds using elementary tools, An alternate way of 
locking the steering wheel to the brake pedal involves a 
padlock and a length of chain. However, this too can be 
defeated. The drawback that such devices share is the 
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need for the driver to activate and deactivate them, and 
the inconvenience involved discourages their use. 

7. Electronic ignition syste/ll. Ignition lock security 
can be improved by the use of an elt:;ctronic, keyless 
ignition lock. One such commercially available unit is 
the" Auto-Guardian" system which costs approximately 
$40, not including installation. The system consists of a 
I O-digit keyboard wired to the starter motor. the proper 
4-digit code combination must be played on the keyboard 
ill order to activate the starter, Such a system will elimi
nate those thefts where a key-type ignition lock is forced, 
where the ignition key has been left ill the lock, where 
the door lock is removed in order to acquire a key that fits 
the ignition lock, or where the ignition key has been 
acquired by robl:'C'Q'y or burglary. There is no currently 
available data on the theft experience of cars equipPGd 
with such devices. 

8, Other protective del'ices, There are numerous 
other anti-theft devices used by individual car owners. 
These include, for example, wheel locks, kill switches, 
fuel line locks and timed fuse switches. 

The wheel lock attaches to one of the studs retaining 
the wheel and prevents unauthorized removal of the 
wheel and its tire. 

Kill switches are on-off switches wired to the elec
trical circuit and hidden on the inside of the car, but 
within the driver's reach. Upon leaving the car, the 
driver l';ns off the ignition switch and the kill switch. If 
a thief removes or forces the ignition switch, the car 
cannot be startedulltil the kill switch is activated. 

The fuel line lock is similar to the kill switch but 
operates on the fuel line instead of the electrical circuit. 

The fuse switch is a variation of the kill switch. If 
the car is stHlted with the fuse switch activated, the fuse 
is soon overloaded and breaks the ignition circuit, thus 
stopping the car. 

. The are no statistics at present on the anti-theft 
effectiveness of such devices. 

B. Larceny Prevention Devices 
There are three areas of a passenger car to which 

controlled accessibility is desired. These are the engine 
compartment, the trunk, and the passenger compHltment. 
There are at present no legal regulations on the manufac
turer governing unauthorized accessibility to any of these 
areas. 

I. Passellger Compartmellt. Unauthorized entry 
into the locked passenger compartment of an automobile 
without removing the door lock or fabricating a key 
usually involves one of three techniques: 

• breaking a window 
• release of the locking knob 
• activation of the door handle (older cars only) 

With regard to entry through a broken window, it 

would appear that thieves are reluctant to break glass. 
Estimates based on the 1974 Michigan sur1'ey (Reference 
S) indicated that only 4% of the recovered cars which had 
been originally locked were unlocked by breaking a glass 
window. The comparable figure for the 1974 FBI special 
survey (Reference 4) is 3%. 

One of the authors of this report states that, from his 
experience: 

Most unauthorized entry into a locked pas
senger compartment is by means of a wire coat 
hanger or specially adapted tools made from 
common, readily available materials. The wire 
or tool is inserted between the glass window of 
the door and window seal, hooked on to the 
door locking knob, and the knob raised, 
thereby unlocking the door. The same ap
proach can be used to hook on to the interior 
door handle. Designs that utilize rubber strip
ping as a window scal appear to be especially 
vulnerable. Those designs which provide metal 
grooves as a frame around the wi ndow arc 
much more difficult to penetrate. Also, entry 
would be flllther deterred if the release motion 
for the locking knob was not a simple up\',ard 
pull. A more complex releasing motion and a 
less available location of the locking knob to 
outside access provide effective means for in
creasing the difficulty of unauthorized pas
senger compartment access. 
2. 811gine Compartment. Most engine compart

ment hoods are released by a latch activator on the 
outside of the car. Some cars are, however, equipped 
with a release located within the passenger compartment. 
[n the latter case, either the passenger compartment must 
be accessible or some method involving force must be 
employed to release the hood. There is no information 
available at present on the difference in the incidence of 
theft from locked and unlocked engine compartments. 

3. Trunk. The trunk compartment of passenger cars 
is usually secured with a key lock. Some manufacturers 
use a duplic a(e of the door lock, so that the same key 
opens both the truck and the passenger compartment. 

Others use the same lock on the trunk and glovc com
pariment so that a single key can be uscd to ~pen either 
of thcse compartments. A sillall proportion of cars, usu
dlly in the luxury class, have an electrically activated 
lock with the release switch in the glove compartment. 

The most common way lIsed by thieves to violate a 
locked trunk is to remove the lock with a dent puller (hen 
manually release the latch. The 1974 Mic:hi!:.an studv 
(Reference S) of recoverul cars indicates that 7Y7c of the 
cars whose trunks had been forcibly opened had the lock 
removed; the other 2S% had been pried open. There were 
no statistics presented on electric trunk switch cases. 

If a thief gets into the passenger compartment of a 
car equipped with an electrical trunk switch, he may be 
able to activate the switch release. However, he may also 
be able to defeat the switch by attacki(lg the circllit at 
several critical locations, 

C. Summary 
The following observations result fron: the assess

ment of automobile anti-theft devices: 
I. The effectiveness of specific anti-theft devices pro

vided in response to Standard No. 114 is dependent upon 
the design ingenuity and the quality of the device. 

2. The absence of a minimum acceptable performance 
requirement in Standard No. 114 has led to the develop
ment of steering column ignition locks which are often 
easily defeated, 

3. Data on recovered vehicles suggest that anti-the!'t 
devices which require drivel' cooperation (responding to 
a buzzer key-removal reminder) or driver activation (se
curity alarm) are often ignored or not used at all. 

4. Cars with an ignition key buzzer arc stolen with a 
key left in the ignition lock about as frequently as cars 
not equipped with a buzzer. 

S. Other anti-theft devices (not ,'e(luired by Stanclllrd 
No. 114) may have a beneficial effect on deterring theft, 
but available data is not adequate to confirm any trend. 

6. Devices for the prevention of automobile-related 
larceny are not required by Federal Standards. The de
vices provided do not appear to be adequate in prevent
ing larceny. 
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v. TRUCK AND MOTORCYCLE THEFT 

Some mention should be made of truck and motor
cycle theft and a perspective provided relative to au
tomobile theft. Data from the FBI general survey (Refer
ence 3) and from the u.s. Department of Transportation 
(Reference 6) have been combined and are presented in 
Table 19. 

These data reveal that the theft rate for trucks and 
buses is very much lower than for passenger cars, 
whereas their recovery rate is about the same. Motorcy
cles, on the other hand, have both a much higher theft 
rate and a much higher permanent loss rate than pas
senger cars. The motorcycle owner appears twice as 
likely as the car owner to have his vehicle stolen; and 
once it is stolen, he is half as likely as the car owner to 

ever get it back. An analysis of these statistics i& beyond 
the scope of this report, but a few observations are 
appropriate. 

Currently available devices to protect motorcycles 
and light trucks from theft are relatively unsophisticated. 
Both have ignition locks, and motorcycles sometimes 
have a fork lock to keep the front wheel locked at an 
angle and to prevent straight riding. 

Frequently the ignition locks found in many light 
trucks and multi-purpose vehicles are of a type that 
proved unsatisfactory in pre-1970 automobiles. The en
gines can be hotwired and the ignition locks can be 
removed with a dent puller. 

. The fork lock on motorbikes is also inadequate. The 
lock is not automatic and requires activation by the 
cyclist each time he parks. Moreover, on some makes the 
front wheel can be forced out of its locked position by 
simply tw'isting the handlebars. The problem of prevent
ing the motorcycle from being physically lifted into a 
truck is being met with a variety of alarms and chains. 
There is little data on the effectiveness of these proce
dures. 

It appears that some effolt should also be devoted to 
assessing the light-truck and motorcycle theft problems 
and that an assessment of appropriate anti -theft deter
rents be made. Moreover, although beyond the scope of 
this report, some consideration might also be given to the 
theft problem of farm, conscruction, and recreational 
vehicles as well. 

Table 19--Currellt Theft and Recovery Rate Estimates by Vehicle Type 
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Vehicle 7)pe 

Passenger Cars 
Trucks and Buses 
Motorcycles 

Estill/(l/ed 
1111111/(/1 

Thq{t.l' 

730,000 
55,000 
73,000 

(References 3 and 6) . 

Thefts 

Theft Rate 
per 1000 

Registered 

8 
2 

15 

Recoveries 

Recovel}' Rate 
Relative to 

NUlI/berStolell 

70% 
67% 
42% 

VI. EFFECT OF MOBILE DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS 

Advances during the last decade in mi
crominiaturized electronics and digital communications 
technology have led to the development of mobile com
puter terminals for patrol vehicles as well as hand-held 
units for foot-patrol use. Thus, information transmission 
can be compressed into a very small fraction of the time 
required by real-time voice communication. In addition, 
the storage and retrieval of information also can be expe
dited and time-consuming manual search eliminated. 

In the context of auto theft, this capability is particu
larly useful for rapid identification of auto theft suspects 
as well as the suspected stolen vehicle itself. Inquiries on 
suspect or vehicle identification can be processed in a 
matter of seconds rather than the minutes required for 
voice communication. If a central base computer file is 
not involved and the subsequent information search is by 
manual methods, an additional response delay is intro
duced (see Reference II). A significant number of juris
dictions already use computer data storage, and as re
ported in Reference 3, police were assisted through a 
"computer hit" in establishing p0ssible cause and thus 
permitting them to make 34% of all arrests of persons in 
actual possession of stolen vehicles. 

Isolated individual jurisdictions have already been 
equipped with a complete mobile terminal/central com
puter file system for experimental use and evaluation. It 
would be expected that in those jurisdictions this capabil
ity would lead to both improved car thief apprehensions 
as well as stolen vehicle recoveries. To determine 
whether the national trend in apprehensions and recov-' 
erie"s has' as yet been affected by the anticipated im
provement within these individual jurisdiCtions, data 
were compiled from the FEl Uniform Crime Reports 
(Reference 1) on auto theft offense dispositions. Data on 

arrests, convictions, and vehicle recoveries are sum
marized in Table 20 as a percent of the total number of 
auto theft offenses for each year from 1968 to 1973. 

The arrest figures upon which Table 20 is based 
include juveniles. However, conviction data refer to 
adult offenders only, since arrested juveniles are referred 
to juvenile court for processing. 

The data show a slight but persistent overall decline 
in each category. Thus, at least on a national basis, the 
full impact of mobile, remote computer access on auto 
theft clearance rates has not yet been felt. Obviously, the 
local jurisdictions which are so equipped would be ex
pected to show beneficial results. In Cleveland, Ohio, 
the use of remote, mobile terminals during a 13-month 
period averaged 36 inquiries per terminal per 8 hour 
shift, a frequency which greatly exceeds the number of 
voice channel inquiries. Although the Department has 
not yet completed a formal evaluation, the directors of 
the project reported that the system had a decidedly 
positi ve impact on arrests and vehicle recoveries (Refer
ence 12). 

In Oakland, California, the police department re
ported that their use of remote, mobile computer termi
nals had been responsible for both increases in arrests 
and vehicle recoveries as well as a reduction in the 
workload imposed by voice channel procedures. More 
significantly, the overall program was determined to 
have been cost-effective (Referenc,e 13). 

Neither Cleveland nor Oak.land were able to provide 
quantitative results on the effectivenss of their systems. 
A report on the effectiveness of the Oakiand system is, 
however, nearing completion and publication is expected 
in the near future. 

Table 20-Dispositiol1 of Auto Theft Offellses 

'68 '69 '70 '71 '72 '73 

Clearance Rate 19% 18% 17% 16% 17% 16% 
(Arrests) 
Recoveries 86% 84% 84% 82% * * 
Convictions 4.5% 3,9% 3,9% 3.5% 4.1% 3.5% 
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VII. POSSIBILITIES FOR NEW/IMPROVED THEFT DETERRENTS 
Anti-theft devices and procedures for achieving a 

dramatic decrease in the' auto theft rate in the immediate 
future must operate on the existing automobile popula
tion. Deterrents which are introduced on newly manufac
tured models become significantly effective only after 
the changeover involves the major part of the operating 
fleet. As much as 10 years may be required to achieve 
significant auto theft reductions if the latter course is 
exclusively pursued. A realistic approach must, there
fore, include both short-term as well as long term anti
theft measures. Undoubtedly, additional hardware con
cepts and designs can be developed, but this would be 
pointless without more adequate knowledge of the effec
tiveness of available systems. Moreover, there is no 
generally agreed upon single anti-theft device identified 
as in need of development which would provide the 
desired dramatic reduction in auto-theft. 

The following short-term measures are believed to 
represent a more effective method of achieving an early 
reduction in the auto theft rate. Action programs, such as 
automobile owner and operator educational campaigns, 
police incentive and training programs, and juvenile 
counseling, are recommended. A more effective, broadly 
based vehicle theft information system as well as im
proved procedures for identifying stolen autos or their 
components are needed. Uniformity in vehicle titling 
laws and a means for crosschecking scrapped autos 
against active registrations should be established. Export 
control as well as other programs designed to decrease 
the profit achieved by stealing and stripping cars will also 
impact the frequency of auto theft. A concentrated effort 
by the law enforcement agencies with whom the specific 
responsibility rests to develop innovative measures ap
pears appropriate. 

There are additional short-term measures not in
volving law enforcement agencies which can also be 
taken. Insurance cost incentives can be provided for cars 
equipped with both standard and optional anti-theft de
vices determined to have deterrent value. Conversely, 
insurance penalties can be imposed on auto theft cases 
where the key was left in the ignition or the car left 
unlocked. Procedures could also be initiated to assure 
that parts used in insurance-reimbursed repairs have not 
been stolen. The parts supplier could be required to 
certify that the part comes from a legitimate source, and 
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if a used or rebuilt part is involved, to provide the serial 
number of the vehicle from which it had been removed. 

In addition to such direct short-term measures, addi
tional longer term measures, such as more stringent Fed
eral Standa~d; or voluntary action by the automotive 
industry, should be encouraged. As one phase of this 
study, all major U.S. automobile manufacturers were 
queried for information on actions under' consideration 
for improving auto theft resistance. As of this date, a 
response from the Ford Motor Company advised that a 
redesigned ignition/steering lock will be introduced in 
the 1976 model year. The information provided by AMC 
and Chrysler was of a historical nature and did not 
address future plans. 

Obviously, door locks can be made sturdier and 
doors designed to prevent entry if the door lock is re
moved. Similarly sturdier ignition locks and an inopera
ble ignition system if the ignition lock is forcibly re
moved are relatively inexpensive improvements. An 
optional keyless lock system is also feasible. (The trial 
use of one keyless ignition lock system by one major 
U.S. auto manuta<.:turer proved unacceptably inconve
nient to the user). 

Informal discussions between the authors of this 
report and representatives of the Department of Trans
portation and U.S. auto manufacturers revealed a distinct 
need for improved information flow on how auto anti
theft devices are being defeated and how to advance the 
auto theft deterrent state-of-the-art. A systematic method 
for timely feedback on the effectiveness of current de
signs to form a basis for future action is badly needed. 
There are several organizations presently trying to meet 
this need. These include: Society of Automotive En
gineers, International Association of Chiefs of Police, 
National Auto Theft Bureau, Motor Vehicle Manufac
turers Association, and American Association of Motor 
Vehicle Administrators. In time, the problem will b~ 
resolved. It does, however, appear that if given reliable 
information, the auto manufacturers would continuously 
assess and improve their own theft-deterrent equipment 
in order to maintain their competiti ve position. 

In summary, it appears that new or improved 
equipment alone cannot be expected to reduce the mag
nitude of the auto theft problem to an acceptable level in 
the near term. The most promising results will come 

from more effective use of already a.vailable anti-theft 
devices, increased cooperation is the use of these devices 

among auto operators, and improving the procedures 
used to collect and monitor auto theft information. 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Examination and analysis of data available from 
both Federal and state' sources on auto theft and the 
effectiveness of anti-theft devices leads to the following 
conclusions: 

I. The requirement for protecting passenger cars 
from theft as mandated by Standard No. 1 14, is valid. 

2. TI~e effectiveness of specific anti-theft devices 
required under Standard No. 114 is dependent upon the 
dcsign ingenuity and the quality of the device. The ab
scnce of minimum performance requirements in Stand
ard No. 114 has led to a wide range in the effectivenss of 
the required devices. . ' 

3. Additional, more stri ngent natIOnal theft protec
tion standards will not have an immediate, dramatic 
effect on auto theft. Only after a significantly large por
tion of the active auto fleet has been influenced can a 
meaningful result be expected. 
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4. The accident rate for stolen cars is many times 
greater than that of vehicles that are not stolen. 

5. Auto theft is primarily a youthful offender prob· 
°lem with joy-riding as a major motivation. 

6. The availability of detailed data on auto theft is 
poor. A systematic method for timely feed.back on the 
effectivenss of current devices to form a baSIS for further 
action is needed. 

7. More attention needs to be gi ven to the trends in 
light.tmck and motorcycle theft, and anti-theft re~ui're
ments and standards also established for these vehicles. 

8. The widespread use of mobile computer tenni
nals to provide improved police patrol communi,cation 
capability'can be expected to exert a favorable effect on 
the national levels of auto thief apprehension and stolen 
vehicle recovery. 

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. It is recommended that the DOT Vehicle Safety 
Standard No. I 14 be amended to include minimum 
performance guidelines established through a cost effec
tiveness research program and also be amended to apply 
to other vehicles, as appropriate. Based on current 
studies, these guidelilles should give special attention to 
ignition locks (hat can withstand torquing action and 
removal from their housing. 

2. The development of standards to prevent larceny 

from the passenger compartment, engihe area, and the 
trunk of non-commercial motor vehicles should also be 
undertaken. 

3. A more effective information system than cur
rently exists should be implemented in order to allow 
continuous monitoring of motor vehicl~ theft trends and 
routine distribution of results to the public, la\Y enforce
ment agencies, and manufacturers. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The following sources wcre found to contain useful, reliable infol1nation on the incidence of auto theft, and the effect of various anti-Iheft 
devices. While there are undoubtedly other sources, these sources were the most pertinent to the task of this report. The order of listing is identical 10 

the listing in the "References" section. 

I. Crime in the United States (UCR 1968 through 1973) 
The annual sUl11mary by the FBI contains gross figures for the 

number of vehicles stolen, by various reporting jurisdictions. Also 
contained are historical theft figures and arrest data for the entire U.S., 
as well as for various smaller juriSdictional sub-units. 
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department of Justice 
Author: Uniform Cril11e Reporting Division, FBI 

2 California Vehiclc Theft Study-Final Summary Report (1972) 
This report and the interim supporting reports present the results of a 

study on vehicle theft in the State of California. Such data as the 
number of vehicles stolen during the 1970-71 time period and the 
nUl11ber recovered during this same time period arc includcd. Also 
indicated arc the recovcry time, distance Uurisdiction) the vehicle was 
found from the place of theft, arrest statistics, and the accident fre
quency of stolen vehicles. lnfonnatioll on motorcycle theft is also 
presented !lnd I!stimatcs arc provided on the economic losses caused by 
auto theft. 
Source: California Highway Patrol, 26 I I 26th Street, Sacramento, 

California 95822 
Author: A.D. Young and Co .. 520 Capital Mall, Sacramento, 

California 95814 
3. Motor Vehicle Thefts-A Uniform Crime Reporting Survey 
(t975) (Preliminary Copy) 

A broad survey of stolen vehicle statistics from jurisdictions produc
ing 85'7c of the annual theft reports in the U.S. is presented. Thefts are 
analyzed by time, location, and age of the stolen car. Also treated are 
the car condition at timc of theft, age of the persons arrested, and the 
number of cars recovered during the survey period. A breakdown of the 
vehicles stolcn into passenger cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, and 
other motor vehicles is also included. 
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department of Justice 
Author: Uniform Crime Reporting Division, FBI 
4. A Special Motor Vehicle Theft Survey Report, Septcmber
October 1974 

A study of 10,014 recovered cars from jurisdictions which annually 
report 51 % of the U.S. auto thefts. Detailed analysiS is presented for 
American cars only. The technique for entry and mobilization of cars is 
indicated. Also included is an analysis of parts that were stripped, a 
count of the number of cars involved in accidents, and the conscquent 
injuries and fatalities. 
Source: (Restrieted to law enforcement and auto manufacturers only). 

Federai Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department of Justice 
Author: Uniform Crime Reporting Division, FBI 

"5. Michigan Stolen Vehicle Analysi~ System (1975) 
This reference contains dllIa in print-out 1'0l1n and without analysis. 

Seven groupings of data, including condition of car when stolen, where 

found, where and when stolen, method used to enter and start the car, 
and the parts stolen. The data are listed by make and year of car, and 
othcr useful categories. This compilation represents tlie most com
prehensive collection IUld presentation of detailed data available to 
date, and is n model of how data should be summarized. 
Source: Sgl. Frank Heckaman, Michigan State Poliee, Lansing, 

Michigan 
Author: Michigan State Police 
6. Not applicable 
7. Not applicable 
8. Measuring Auto Theft and the ElTecth'eness of Auto Theft 
Control Programs (1970) 

This source is an informal report prepared as part of a course 
sponsored by Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. Included 
arc estimates of the direct costs of auto theft as well as auto theft 
distribution by geographical area and th~ time of theft. Recovery rates 
are also given. The data were drawn primarily from 1967 auto theft 
reports in SI. Louis, Missouri 
Source: Authors 
Authors: Robert Frese, Dept. of Applied Math and Computer Science, 

Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri; Nelson Heller, 
St. Louis Police Department 

9. Automotive News, 1975 Almanac Issue 
Miscellaneous registration und production totals for cars and trucks 

are tabulated. Their source is R.L, Polk & Co. and the auto makers. 
These statistics may differ from Nher vehicle registration totals, 
perhaps pecause of the time when euch source polls the registration files 
in various states. 
Source: Automotive News, 965 E. Jefferson. Detroit, 

Michigan 48207 
Author: Automotive News, 965 E. Jefferson, Detroit, 

Michigan 48207 
10. Report on Causes and Prevention of Auto Thcft in Mas
sachusetts (1974) 

This document contains data on auto thefts and recoveries, by make 
and year. This is the only available study which includes data on theft 
rates (according to the number of cars registered) broken down by make 
and year. The report also contains a detai led description of how to 
defeat various steering column locks and outlines the various design 
weaknesses of the locks. The relation between lock design weaknesses 
and enhanced theft rates is emphasized. The profiles of several typical 
cal' thieves are included, and loss estimates due to auto theft are also 
given. 
Source: Massachusetts Consumers' Council, 100 Cambridge St., 

Boston, Mass. 
Author: David Barry, 146 Winthrop Road, Brookline, Mass, 02146 
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APPENDIX B 

ACCIDENT RATE OF CAR THIEVE,S AS COMPARED 
WITH THE GENERAL PUBLIC 

Three separate studies have calculated the accident 
rate among stolen cars that were recovered, and each of 
these gives an independent basis for estimating the acci
dent rate for car thieves, as compared with the general 
public. The calculation based on the 1975 UCR General 
and Special surveys (references 3 and 4) gives the most 
representative estimate for the nation, The calculation is 
illustrative of the estimates from all three studies. 

The UCR General Survey (reference 3) reported that 
63% of the recovered cars were found within 48 hours of 
the theft. For the purposes of this calculation, it will be 
assumed that the average time that a thief keeps a car 
before the police recover it is 2 days. This figure is 
probably longer than thieves actually keep their cars, but 
the effect will be under- rather than over-estimate the 
actual theft rate. 

In the UCR Special Survey (reference 4) it was found 
that 429 orthe 10,014 recovered cars had been involvcd 
in traffic accidents. This represents an accident rate of 43 
accidents per 1000 recovered stolen cars. Since these 
accidents occurred while the thieves kept the cars for an 
average of 2 days, the accident rate for 1000 recovered 
stolen cars if the thieves kept them for only one day 
would be about 2~ accidents. Thus, if the thieves kept 
them fo\' an ~mlre year, the number of accidents that 
woulcl (ceur with 1000 recovered stolen cars would be 
22 x 365 days = 8030 accidents. However, this figure 
represents the accident rate of the thieves driving cars 
which are recovered. There is no information on the 
accident rate of the thieves driving cars which are not 
recovered. Hence, the accident rate of the thieves driving 
cars which are not recovered will conservatively be esti
makd to be zero. Therefore, since the recovered cars in 
the UCR General Survey (reference 3) were 69% of all 

the cars that were stolen, the overall accident rate for car 
thieves would be estimated at 8030 x 69o/c == 5541 acci
dents per year for 1000 stolen cars. TIW NationarSafety 
Council has estimated that the public suffers ,an average 
of 118 accidents each year for every 1000 registered 
cars. Thus, the accident rate for car thieves is 5541 -;
I 18 = 47 times as great as for tbe general public. 

The accident and fatal it}' rates are shown below in 
Table B-1. The calculation for the fatality rates is the 
same process as the ace idem rates. The meaning of the 
figures is that if equal numiY;'!\\'s of car thieves and people 
from the general public each drove cars for an entire 
year, the CHI' thieves would find [hemselvcs in nearly 50 
times as many accidents as members of the general 
public. However, since car thieves actually keep each 
stolen car for only about two days, and since only lo/c of 
the cars are stolen each year, car thieves find themselves 
in only about I accident for every 350 that the general 
public has. 

Tahle B-l-Rwio of EsrilllOfed 
}"e£lr{v Accident Rate of 

Allto Thie','(!s To Yew'{y ;\ccidelll 
Rute of Ge/lera/ Pl·Jblic 

IlIcielelll Raffo Referellce 

Accidents 47 
3&4 

Fatalities 63 
--.--"--.~~--'~-' ~ ... --."--- -- ~--- -... ~~,.----- -"--"- --~--,.....--- ---'-""'.- .-_. ~- --~- ... ,~-"---.~--.~-

Accidents 59 
5 

Fatalities 1025 

Accidents 125 2 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY OF LEAA GRANTS RELATED TO THE DETERRENCE OF AUrO 
THEFT 

Since its inception, LEAA has awarded numerous 
grants to aid in the effort to control and reduce crime. 
The LEAA Grants Management lnformation System 
(GMIS) was queried and asked to identify those grants 
which had the reduction of auto theft as one of the 
objectives. The results of the query, which cover the 
period from 1969 to 20 May 1975 are summarized in 
Table C-I. The information presented include the gross 
amount in thousands of dollars devoted each calendar 
year to the speci fic grant categories listed as we!! as the 
number of grants involved (in parentheses). 

The dollar alllount of individual grants which also 

sought to reduce other crimes in addition to auto theft 
could no( be apportioned to t.hat amount devoted oniy [0 

auto thuft. The full amount was therefQre includetl in the 
dollar values given in the table. In addition, individual 
grants often cover more than one crime deterrence cate
gory.ln this latter case, the grant was considered to fall 
under the category whleh predominated the G1vllS grant 
8umnw.ry. 

The grants in the following listings are grouped in the 
same categories used in Table C-I of Appendix C and 
each grouping is preceded by a short statement describing 
the category. 

Tavie C-J-LEAA Oral/ts Rel(lfing To Auto Tlwj; Deterrellce 

Crime Deterrence Category Do//ors ((hol/swuls) 
(NII/IIller oj Grallts) 

1973 

Juvellile Delillquellcy $ 15 $ II $ 100 $323 
( I) (2) ( I) (3) 

Pollce Dept. 1mprove- 625 352 758 1032 
ments (21) ( tl) ( 17) (10) 

Vehicle Theft Info. [23 80 245 920 

Systems (5) ( I) (7) (7) 

Vehicle Theft Inspection 1503 
(3) 

Programs to Decrease 110 277 

Profit Motive (I) (2) 

Public Awareness 7 10 1768 52 488 

Campaign (I) (I) (6) (2) ( 13) 

TOTALS $7 $ 773 $22[[ $1265 $4543 
(38) 

1974 1975 Total 

$ 91 $ - $ 540 
(2) (9) 

921 186 3,874 
( 14) (4) (77) 

44 1,412 
(3) (23) 

1,503 
(3) 

96 483 
(2) (5) 

788 3,113 
(8) (3[) 

$1940 $186 $10,925 
(29) (4) ( 148) ( I) (28) (20) (28) 

• ___ ... __ < ~_. __ .......-..~_. __ • ___ -+~_, ..... +o-._._._~ .... ~'-- . _.."..~~"~ _~ ___ ',",_~70 __ ••• --•• ----.--• ......,. ••• -~-" -< - ~- ~,----- -_ •• ,-.. - ...... 

Juvenile Delinquency 
The grants in this category were generally for addi

tional personnel to deal with juvenile delinquents. There 
are also some grants included which cover training pro
grams for police officers who specialize in juvenile de
linquency assignments. 

70A0210210 
70AS370133 
70AS420098 
73AS060088 
72DF060049 
73ED050013 

73AS 173373 
75ASI80002 
73AS270163 
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Police Department Improvements 
The grants placed in this category were primarily for 

the training of police officers already on the force, the 
hiring of additional polic~ officers, and the purchase of 
equipment. Often, individual grants involved more than 
one of these activities, combined to address a specific 
auto theft problem. 
7 I ASOIOl15 70AS290062 
71 AS040216 71 AS290273 
71AS051002 70AS371274 
69AS060016 71AS370078 

69AS5065300 71AS370316 
70AS380077 

7 1 AS064663 70AS360306 
71 AS090219 70AS360314 
70ASI90116 71 AS361096 

71AS223327 71AS310061 
69AS250025 70AS390394 
70AS290059 70AS400316 
70AS290060 71 AS400.174 
72AS262215 73AS361591 
74AS260015 72AS310235 
74AS260035 73AS390523 

75AS260076 72AS720011 
75AS260092 73AS420189 
72AS282098 73AS420843 

72AS282118 74AS420177 
74AS370160 72AS470583 
73AS350023 73AS480301 

73AS350058 74AS4900 12 
72AS360938 75AS490008 

70DF04007J 72DF060045 
7JDF090509 70DF020180 
71DFOI0565 70DF080280 
70DF050179 71DF060506 
72DF07S003 71 DF080464 
70DF040428 72DF030009 
70DF080157 

70AS460105 
70AS470213 
71AS480798 
7 I AS540039 

73AS060085 
73AS090239 
72AS 121712 
74AS130250 
74AS130350 

72AS150139 
74AS 170152 
72AS189009 
72AS250090 
73AS540157 
74AS540J24 
74AS540151 

74AS560153 

Vehicle Theft Information Systems 

" 

These grants cover computer facilities useful in han
dling auto theft information or the additional personnel 
needed to organize auto theft files and make them amen
able to computer storage and retrieval. 
71 AS250 I 97 70AS5 10099 72AS090037 
70AS350034 70AS510100 72AS171474 
71AS360741 73AS060086 72AS171489 
70AS390 133 73AS060089 72AS I 7 1491 
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70AS420072 73AS060090 

73AS250143 
74AS250107 
74AS250124 

73AS260ll2 
73AS260218 
73AS260219 
73DF040039 

Vehicle Theft Inspection 

72AS171494 

72AS250046 

The grants in this category generally involved pro
grams to facilitate identification of stolen autos and strip
ped parts. 

72AS010030 
73AS06001 I 
73AS060087 

Programs to Decrease Profit Motive 
These grants address the control of fencing, the expor

tation of stolen vehicles, and programs to have convicted 
thieves reimburse the theft victim. 

73AS060340 
74AS130123 
74AS 130280 
73AS260217 
72AS270030 

Public Awareness Programs 
The grants under this category include those used to 

finance educational programs, to appeal for greater 
public/police cooperation, and to finance bilJboard re
minders to take the key out of the ignition after parking 

. the car. 
7lAS290166 
70AS39055I 
71AS391087 
71AS391326 

71AS391412 
, 73AS060084 
73AS060091 
73AS060345 

74AS260173 
72AS290192 
74AS290040 

72AS39029I 
73AS390784 
73AS415639 

74AS490059 
73AS540028 

69NI990006 
7.1DF090677 
71Nl990120 
72DF090066 

73AS060354 
74AS060012 
74AS060053 
73AS090077 

73AS090078 
73AS090087 
73AS090089 
74AS120100 
72AS173245 

73AS173223 
73ASI73361 

The grants listed under the precedIng tabulations do 
not include any dealing with the theft of farm equipment. 
The one grant identified which does deal with that sub
ject was: 

Grant No. 75-SS-99-6021 for $82,002. 
This grant is titled "Farm Equipment Theft" and is 

intended to address the following: 

I) Ways in which farm equipment is identified. 
2) Local law enforcement procedures for dealing with 

theft of farm equipment. 
3) Pertinent state legislation. " 
4) Manner by which NCIC files handle stolen farm 

equipment. 
5) Development of a tractor identification booklet. 
6) Development of model regulatory legislatioll. 
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APPENDIX D 

MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 114 

Theft Protection-Passenger Cars 

51. Purpose and scope. This standard specifies re
quirements for theft protection to reduce the incidence of 
accidents resulting from unauthorized use. 

52. Application. This standard applies to passenger 
cars. 

53. Definitions. "Combination" means one of the 
specifically planned and constructed variations of a lock
ing system which, when properly actuated, permits oper
ation of the locking system. 

"Key" includes any other device designed and con
structed to provide a method for operating a locking 
system which is designed and constructed to be operated 
by that device. 

54. Requirements. 
54.1 Each passenger car shall have a key-locking 

system that, whenever the key is removed, will pre
vent-

(a) Normal activation of the car's engine or other 
main source of motive power; and 

[(b) Either steering or forward self-mobility of the 
car, or both. (34 F.R. 9342-June 13, 1969)] 

54.2 The prime means for deactivating the car's en
gine or other main source of motive power sh~ll not 
activate the deterrent required by S4. 10b). 

54.3 The number of different combinations'of the key 
locking systems required by S4. I of each manufacturer 
shall be at least 1,000, or a number equal to the number 
of passenger cars manufactured by such manufacturer, 
whichever is less. 

[54.4 A warning to the driver shall be activated 
whenever the key required by S4.1 has been left in the 

·.:0cking system and the driver's door is opened. The 
warning to the driver need not operate-

(a) after the key has been manually withdrawn to a 
position from which it may not be turned; 

(b) when the key-locking system is in the "on" or 
"start" position; or 

(c) after the key has been inserted in the locking 
system and before it has been tumed. (34 F.R. 9342-
June 13, 1969)] 

33 F.R. 6472 
April 27, 1968 
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